Citizens Speak:  
The Real World Impacts of Media Consolidation

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has recently reopened its review of media ownership rules, and is widely expected to approve changes this year that will allow big media companies to get even bigger. In June 2003, the agency passed rules that would have allowed one company to own the local newspaper, up to three local TV stations, up to eight local radio stations and the local cable system in a single media market. The federal courts overturned the FCC decision in 2004, and ordered the Commission to rewrite the rules.

While the ownership rules were being fought out in the courts, the FCC opened a new proceeding to examine how well broadcasters are meeting the needs of local communities and organized a series of town hall hearings to gain citizen input. These “Localism Hearings,” which still have not been completed, were flooded by citizens who came to testify before FCC Commissioners about how their interests were not being served by corporate media, and to express their outrage over the rules that would further relax ownership restrictions. Grassroots organizations in a number of cities also organized unofficial localism hearings – many of which featured FCC Commissioners.

Following are some of the stories citizens told about the ways media consolidation impacts their lives, including:

- Fewer jobs for media workers
- More homogenization of music on radio
- Less community-oriented programming
- Loss of local control over programming decisions
- Less independently-produced programming
- Increased censorship of divergent views
- Less political discussion
- Inadequate emergency weather/disaster warnings
- Fewer minority-owned broadcast stations
Media Consolidation Results in:

Job Losses

➢ Testimony of Sean McLaughlin, President and CEO, Akaku: Maui Community Television, 07/21/04

Local TV journalism in Hawaii had its employer base reduced by 25 percent as a result of recent consolidations of ownership. Allowed to continue, consolidation will inevitably silence independent news organizations in Hawaii’s limited marketplace of ideas. The viewing public, and broadcast journalists in Hawaii now suffer due to the withering loss of independent voices.

National networks and the Internet aren’t substitutes for local broadcast news. They offer choices in our news and public affairs diet but they don’t help us decide how we will vote in Hawaii’s local elections. The quality and quantity of the local coverage may be subject to debate, but diversity in the marketplace assures that there will be diversity in coverage of what’s going on locally.

➢ Testimony by John Connolly, National President, American Federation of Radio and Television Artists, 07/21/04

One of the most insidious byproducts of media consolidation is the practice of “voice-tracking” entire air shifts. Clear Channel, the largest group owner of radio stations in the United States, records hundreds of air shifts in remote locations, splices in music, adds generic recorded calls from listeners – often from other markets - and passes the result off as live, local programming. Up to 70% of Clear Channel’s radio broadcasts are voice-tracked, including many throughout California including some in major markets such as Los Angeles and San Francisco. In smaller markets, which arguably house even fewer outlets, voice-tracking is more prevalent. The end result – no local flavor, no local input, no local jobs, no local coverage and no local connection. It is axiomatic that these practices do not serve local communities.

Sinclair Broadcasting Company recently announced a business plan that would eliminate local production of news and weather. As a cost cutting strategy in markets like Dayton, Ohio, and Flint, Michigan, Sinclair has already eliminated locally-produced weather reports. Now, instead of weather reports that originate locally, many Sinclair-owned stations will air weather reports from a weather center at corporate headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland. In the event of a weather emergency, local stations won’t have meteorologists on staff who are familiar with local geography or who can respond to inquiries that come into the station - leaving communities without any viable source of information or guidance. Apparently, central casting is soon to be implemented at
Sinclair’s KOVR in Sacramento. One can only imagine how the emergency scenario plays out when local news is “covered” similarly.

As group owners like Clear Channel and Sinclair acquire additional stations and apply their “efficient” business models across the country, the damage could prove irreversible. As consolidation of media ownership increases, the local community’s access to diverse sources of news and information decreases. Where a community once received its news and public affairs programming from a number of different outlets, media conglomerates now seek ways to reuse, recycle and repurpose the same editorial content for broadcast on all of their radio and television stations, to print in their newspapers and to post on their websites.

In certain cases, various outlets utilize virtually identical content, produced from one assignment desk, under the management of one general manager, one news or program director and with, essentially, one overall editorial viewpoint. For example, Telemundo and NBC now often work from the same assignment desk. They then share content with MS/NBC as well as Newsweek and the Wall Street Journal.

Notwithstanding the fact that these reports may appear on a number of distinct stations, newspapers or websites, the content and editorial perspective is indistinct. The same outcome is triggered when multiple stations in a single market outsource their news functions to the same entity, which provides generic content, delivered by a number of different individuals, on those multiple stations.

Since there are no hearings scheduled in the Pacific Northwest, it’s worth mentioning that in 1998, Viacom dismantled news operations at KSTW, one of its Seattle stations, saying that “there is more than enough news programming” in the market. A little more than a year ago, Viacom announced that KSTW (a UPN affiliate) would begin airing newscasts produced by KIRO-TV, the CBS affiliate in Seattle. Although a separate company owns each station, the affiliated stations’ networks are commonly owned. Rather than resume providing its own newscast that would be independent of and compete with other outlets in the market, Viacom has determined to maximize its profit margin by re-broadcasting content that is already available on Seattle airwaves.

**Fast Facts on Job Losses Among Media Workers**

- Since of June 2000, more than 70,000 media workers have been laid off. For example:
  - The Tribune Company, which owns The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, Newsday, The Baltimore Sun and other newspapers, cut 900 jobs in 2005.¹
  - Clear Channel laid off approximately 800 staffers in 2002 due to merger restructurings.²
  - Time, Inc. (publisher of Time magazine) eliminated 105 jobs in late 2005.³
Some of the employment cutbacks were attributed to a slowing economy and advertising market, but many were the direct result of mergers and consolidation.⁴

- According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more than 16,000 jobs were lost in the radio and television broadcasting sector between 2000 and the first quarter of 2006.⁵ According to one industry source, “radio stations have been particularly hammered not just by the recession but by concentration of ownership.”⁶

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Homogenization of Music on Radio

Testimony of Tift Merritt, Major Label Recording Artist, 10/22/03

In North Carolina I’ve sold as many records as people like Toby Keith and Alan Jackson. My local country affiliate knew about this. People called in and requested me. And because I’m local, and a lot of them told me about it. And you would think that because I was making such major inroads nationally that the station would have been thrilled to support me. Not once. And, in fact, the people who called in were told by the DJs that the DJs wanted to play me, but management was going to have to change the programming.

And on top of that, when this issue came to light earlier this spring and received some publicity, the station said well, it’s because Tift’s record company didn’t contact us, which was absolutely, probably the truth because my record company, who I have a wonderful relationship with, did make the decision that they were not going to spend a lot of money on an expensive radio campaign. Do you understand what that means? It costs money to get on the radio.

…I think in my instance I don’t understand how the airwaves can be a place of healthy competition. For example, radio conglomerates claim that programming is localized, and I don’t see how this can be true in this case. And deregulation proponents claim that the airwaves are public. But how, when a station disregarded listeners in the signal range, how can that be true? I want to make it very clear that I’m a realistic, small businesswoman and that I was locked out of competition and isolated from my main line to my audience. The fewer the radio station owners, the less the concern about content. The more monotony on every play list, the more I will be locked out and thousands, thousands, thousands of people like me will be in that situation.

And these are people that bring 500 to 2,000 people to your main street on any given night. They fill your restaurants, they use FedEx, they use hotels. These are legitimate people who contribute to the economy. But most importantly, they bring their music and they’re going to be silenced. …

And in North Carolina if you want to talk about local musicians, you’re talking about John Coltrane, you’re talking about Roberta Flack, Doc Watson, Max Roach, Earl Scruggs, people who not only made this state unique, but have shaped the heritage of our country and are renown around the world. If you give young musicians no possibility of making a living, if you give the radio waves to people with no regard for music or localism or content, if you stifle the musical outlets with an unfettered interest in the bottom line, you will scatter not only the next generation of North Carolina talent, but 49
other states worth because they will have to find something more feasible than an instrument to voice their sorrow and their joy.

➢ **Testimony of Ray Benson, Co-Founder of the band “Asleep at the Wheel” and Board Member, Texas Chapter of The Recording Academy, 01/28/04**

Just as strip malls with national brand name retailers have homogenized the look and regional flavors of large and small towns across America, so has radio done much the same thing to music in numerous formats, genres and regions.

I recognize that the desires of the American consumer are partially to blame for this change, but ultimately it seems unfortunate that in an era when so much great music is being recorded by talented artists, none of it gets a shot on the airwaves, even in its own hometown.

When I started making records in the early seventies things were a lot different. Stations had larger playlists that were sprinkled with records from independent, small, national and regional labels. People got to hear a variety of music and regional stars were made all over the country. Some of these “regional” artists would break into the mainstream by having success one city at a time. **I can cite numerous hit records that were started by one DJ having success with a record in his market thereby giving other markets the idea that this might work for them.**

Today, because a single company owns so many stations, the access has been limited to the four major record labels and a small handful of consultants and independent promoters. The price of entry into this marketplace has become staggering. A ballpark figure for production and promotion of a single song today is 6 to 7 figures depending on the genre. This money buys the production costs of the CD and video of course as well as access to radio and video play in a number of ways, from “favors” unrelated to airplay such as free concerts for the stations paid for by the labels, to showcases and junkets again paid for by labels. In turn, the labels charge these “marketing” costs to the artist.

…Another aspect that is troubling is the ownership of radio stations, concert venues, concert promotion companies and billboards by the same company. If I am playing a competing venue with a competing promoter in the town that has a radio station and concert venue owned by a conglomerate, chances are I won’t be invited up to the station to promote my music or my show. This limits the access that a local musician has to promote the show and his or her music.
If this were any other commodity we might shrug it off as business as usual but this is radio – the public airwaves – they belong to “we the people” and are licensed in the public interest.

➢ Testimony of Ray Hair, International Executive Officer, American Federation of Musicians of the United States and Canada, 01/28/04

We want a music scene where new ideas, new styles and new creativity have a chance to reach audiences, where diverse music is fostered not squashed. That’s not just good for the local community, it enhances the whole American cultural experience. Unfortunately, though, the way big radio operates in the contemporary musical environment doesn’t help the growth of lively, diverse, local music scenes. Instead it gets in the way. One way this happens is when radio owners also own live entertainment businesses like concert venues and promoters and then leverage their position to control local events and artist choices.

I’ll give you an example from my own personal experience in Dallas. For a number of years Local 72147 in Dallas served an important role in booking musical performances for a three-day festival called the Taste of Dallas. Through MTPF [the Music Performance Trust Funds, a nonprofit that sponsors live, admission-free musical programs] co-sponsorships we were able to increase the number of musical performances that were given free to the public during daylight hours, and in booking the evening headliner acts, we were able to place talented artists with local and regional fans into a position of reaching greater audiences.

But that changed in 2001, when the local Clear Channel stations made their radio promotion of the festival contingent upon the festival booking the evening headliner acts exclusively through another Clear Channel business. The festival told me it had no alternative but to accede to Clear Channel’s demand.

The result was that local musicians lost their role in helping to create that local three-day event. And what’s more, local and regional musicians lost a lot of gigs as Clear Channel brought in the non-local acts they wanted to promote. And perhaps what is worst of all, the community lost its chance to hear a more diverse range of music from their own talent base. When a radio owner also owns live entertainment businesses, it can exert a lot of control over the artist’s options and choices.

For example, I once booked a well-known artist for the Ft. Worth Main Street Arts Festival. Less than a week later her agent called to cancel. Clear Channel had insisted that she not come to Ft. Worth in April, but wanted her to appear in an event promoted by Clear Channel in Addison in May. The agent made it clear to me that the artist had no alternative but to do as Clear Channel asked, even though she would earn more money in
Ft. Worth. But because she was dependent upon Clear Channel to broadcast her recordings she declined to perform in Ft. Worth. That kind of control isn’t good for music, artists, or communities. In fact, it highlights a huge problem, the fact that new and local artists are becoming dependent on big radio owners, not just for air play, but for live engagement opportunities. Where a national corporation controls the local headliner venues and concert promoters, as well as the radio play list, local artists can find themselves shut out from both ways of reaching an audience. …

The leveraging of business ownership is not the only problem affecting local communities. My experience is that radio today is more likely to play a homogenous list of nationally aired tunes and much less likely to give air play to local music.

I’ll give you another terribly sad example. Back in 1985 we used to help Denton Jazz Fest, a local music event, and by 1987 attendance at that event was around 2,000 people. And a local radio program director at KKDA-FM was sufficiently intrigued to come in and do a live eight-hour broadcast of the festival. KKDA continued to do that until 1992 or so. By that time the festival grew to 10,000 attendees and hundreds of wonderful talented artists were able to perform and reach thousands of people. But it went off the air and I don’t know of anything like it in Texas anymore. There just isn’t that kind of local programming commitment.

Our Tejano musicians in Texas, and especially here in San Antonio have experienced the way in which an important local genre can be marginalized. Tejano music exploded in the early 1990s, but radio stations do not foster or encourage Tejano music with much air play. At most they’ll only give it Mexican regional format that focuses on Latino urban hip—hop selections. Radio stations can foster or strangle a strong diverse musical culture.

➢ Testimony of T.C. Smythe, Singer/Songwriter, 01/28/04

Seven years ago I joined my local songwriters association, and they taught me how to write, record, sing and pitch my songs to publishers, record labels and radio stations. I worked hard, and I won several regional and national awards for my songwriting. Since then I’ve sold thousands of CDs from the edge of the stage, but I’ve learned that if I don’t write a song that can make people want to drink beer, or buy insurance, commercial radio won’t play it.

This has nothing to do with my ability as a performer or a writer. My performance and protection values can compete with any project here or in Nashville. I’m not unique or alone. …
I’ve sent press releases and CDs to every major FM station in Texas on behalf of myself and [other] artists, and when I called to confirm receipt I was asked who my major label was and if I would be willing to buy advertising. The custodians of the airwaves need to be reminded that all radio is public radio, and they are required to reflect the communities from which they derive their vast wealth.

Matthew Gonzalez, Musician and Owner of Bonetree Records, 01/28/04

I’m a musician and owner of Bonetree Records, an independent record label in San Antonio. A few years ago I decided to produce a CD of my band’s music, in the process, started the label, and unlike a lot of musicians, I did not overtake this endeavor with visions of overnight success and platinum albums and all the other rock-star excesses.

My goal was simple: To make a living — a modest living, doing something that I love. The CD was recorded and mastered and packaged as professionally as anything on the market.

I contacted radio stations large and small across the country in the hopes, that like in the past, there’d be a few DJs or program directors who would like it enough to give it a spin or two.

Well, while I did find a few college and public radio stations accommodating, I was almost unilaterally rejected by the corporate stations. And I was told, basically, it wasn’t that they didn’t like it, but that their play lists were too tight for a lone DJ to play a song simply because he or she liked it.

Many of them said their play lists were predetermined in board meetings, weekly staff meetings and conference calls from corporate headquarters. I just want to say, how do corporately—controlled play lists give any democracy to the people? How does this level the playing field for independent record labels who do not have a multi-million dollar promotional machine to buy air time with comp tickets and hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of free goods?

Fast Facts on Music Diversity on Radio

➢ The 1996 Telecommunications Act lifted the cap on the number of radio stations any one company could own. The cap had previously been set at 40 stations – but the new rules allowed Clear Channel to acquire more than 1,200 radio stations.7
Ten parent companies currently dominate the radio spectrum, controlling two-thirds of both listeners and revenue nationwide. Two companies – Clear Channel and Viacom – control 42 percent of listeners and 45 percent of industry revenues.8

In nearly every local market, four firms or fewer control 70 percent or more of the market share. In most cases, these oligopolies include one or more of the dominant national players.9

2005 investigations by the New York Attorney General’s office have implicated nearly 190 stations in illicit “payola” deals with recording giants Sony BMG and Warner Music Group. When labels pay big radio to play their most mainstream acts, independent music suffers and radio choice turns into a mind-numbing race to the bottom. Most of the stations involved are owned by the biggest corporate radio conglomerates.10

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Less Community-Oriented Programming

➢ **Testimony of David Croteau, Professor of Sociology and Anthropology, Virginia Commonwealth University, 02/27/03**

The removal of the national cap on radio ownership in 1996 resulted in the dramatic concentration of ownership in that industry. In six years, the number of radio stations increased over 5 percent, but the number of radio owners decreased by more than one third. A single corporation, Clear Channel Communications, went from owning 40 stations before the rule changes to owning over 1,200 stations today, five times as many as its nearest competitor.

Here, in Richmond, this translated into Clear Channel owning six local stations, resulting in a loss of competition and the loss of local content in favor of homogenized national programming. For example, WRVA, a Richmond institution, long known for its emphasis on local news and talk, was gutted after the Clear Channel takeover. Nearly every on-air personality was fired or resigned and public outcry filled local newspaper columns.

➢ **Testimony of Unnamed Audience Member, 01/28/04**

We have a radio station, KTSA, here in San Antonio, that’s our community station. We all tune in to find out everything we need to know, including about animals. **It's a public service program with Dr. Dan Kirby, a veterinarian here in town that does this for the sake of animals. This past week, and this is why I’m here, sir, he was removed from KTSA. He was taken off the air because of an infomercial that paid $2,000 for that particular hour. We no longer have him on our air to listen to, and we want him back.**

Fast Facts on Community-Oriented Programming

➢ On average, television stations devote less than one of half of one percent of total programming time to local public affairs.\(^{11}\)

➢ Four out of ten commercial TV stations surveyed in 2003 aired no local public affairs programs.\(^{12}\)

➢ The percentage of stories without reporters on local TV newscasts has increased throughout the past decade, as has the use of so-called feed material. There is much greater reliance on “daybook” stories
(that is, stories about pre-scheduled events such as hearings, trials and press conferences, usually kept in a file known as the daybook) rather than live, breaking news.\(^\text{13}\)

- In 2006, most news stories on local radio were less than a minute in length and were often no more than headlines read from wires or provided by the national networks. Such reporting typically lacked details, multiple angles, and sufficient sources.\(^\text{14}\)

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Less Local Control and More Network Control Over Programming Decisions

➢ Testimony of Deborah McDermott, Executive Vice President, Young Broadcasting, Inc., 02/27/03

The interests of local viewers is the essence of localism. Localism has meant that the citizens of Springfield, Missouri were spared an episode of NBC’s Fear Factor when the local station determined the program would be offensive to local viewers. No NBC station rejected, to my knowledge, a single episode of that show.

Localism has meant that viewers in North Dakota, Virginia, South Dakota, South Carolina and other states have been able to watch Billy Graham on their local stations. That, of course, would not have occurred if these stations had been owned by a network. Localism has meant a Fox affiliate in Raleigh, North Carolina was able to reject Fox’s Temptation Island because it refused in its words to support a program that could potentially break up the parents of a young child. To my knowledge, none of the Fox owned stations rejected Temptation Island.

Localism has also meant that NBC affiliates collectively were able to persuade NBC to allow them to carry a presidential debate rather than a major league baseball playoff game scheduled by the NBC network. None of that, of course, would have occurred had NBC owned their affiliate.

For 20 years, our company’s Louisiana station has aired a live broadcast of the rosary in a very Catholic area, early each morning. When we wanted to expand our local news and move the start time of the rosary program, our network vehemently objected because the rosary program would encroach on the network’s early national news. If our station were owned by the network, the rosary would not be on the air.

An increase in the national cap will reduce the number of television stations to which independent program producers can sell programming and in turn will eventually reduce the already small number of independent program companies. This is, of course, of great concern to our company. Right now, 70 to 80 percent of our programming comes from the network and with some companies, 100 percent of our syndicated programming is coming from one syndicated company.

The balance of power in the program market has already shifted to the networks. If you raise the cap, you will nationalize the nation’s local broadcast system.

➢ Testimony of John Rustin, Director of Government Relations, North Carolina Family Policy Council 10/22/03
While families across North Carolina and the nation have an ever-increasing number of radio and television programming options, this growth in choice does not necessarily translate into higher levels of local consumer satisfaction. In fact, we are hearing more concerns from both parents and children about the offensive and indecent content that pervades much of television and radio programming and advertising today.

In North Carolina we are fortunate to have the leadership of individuals like Jim Goodmon, whose CBS and Fox affiliates preempted a number of programs because they demean marriage and family and run counter to local community standards. If these stations were not locally owned and operated, there is little doubt that these programs would have been aired in the Raleigh-Durham area.

For this reason the North Carolina Family Policy Council testified at an FCC field hearing on media concentration in March in opposition to the proposed increase in the national media ownership cap. We believe that a station owner who resides in his or her own local community is more likely to understand and respond to local standards than someone making programming decisions from hundreds or thousands of miles away.

…Localism at its core requires the involvement of the local citizens. Providing a system of local programming that is respectful of community standards, as well as a realistic and responsive enforcement mechanism for addressing indecency violations, will encourage citizens to become more involved in local broadcasting and will help to ensure the quality programming we all desire.

➢ Testimony of Ray Rossman, San Antonio Chapter Director, Parents Television Council, 01/28/04

Today I represent individuals like myself, parents, and grandparents, who are convinced that our voices are not being heard by those who have the privilege – not the right, the privilege – of broadcasting into our homes on a nightly basis. We’re convinced that our community standards have been pushed by the wayside, and instead the broadcasters uphold the standards of network programmers in Hollywood or New York, who have no regard for the impact or influence that their programming has on San Antonio children.

They admonish us to change the channel if we don’t like what we’re hearing or seeing, but turning off offensive or indecent programming should not be our only option. These are our airwaves. When is the last time that programmers considered what their community wants? When have they surveyed our views on what should come into our homes or over our airwaves on a nightly basis?
A recent Parent’s Television Council survey asked Texans their thoughts about television programming. An overwhelming margin opposes profane, violent, and graphic sexual content on the public airwaves. They do not believe …that local broadcasters consider community values when making their programming decisions. **Local broadcasters have entirely subordinated their duty to serve the public interest by yielding entirely to the national broadcast networks. It’s unclear at this point whether the subservient behavior of local broadcasters is deliberate or whether it’s being forced upon them by the networks through intense commercial pressure.**

In a PTC survey of network owned and operated affiliates, not a one has told us that it preempted network programming on the basis of community standards. Independently owned affiliates told us that because of network contractual obligations they could not preempt network programming. In fact, some Fox and CBS affiliates said they weren’t allowed to see advance copies of reality programming. …*We’ve heard that many independent affiliates are afraid to preempt programming because the networks threaten to take away their affiliation during the next round of contract talks.*

…Broadcasters can start by listening to the needs and the wants of their local communities. We are voting with our remotes, but the networks aren’t listening. The networks repeatedly use the excuse that they have to compete with cable programming, programming that is full of sex, violence, and foul language. Hogwash. Hollywood isn’t interested in what America wants, so our local broadcasters need to be.

**Testimony of Harry Pappas, Chairman and CEO, Pappas Telecasting Companies, 07/21/04**

**Today, local affiliates have been virtually stripped of any right to receive network programming in advance and to evaluate its content. An affiliate is now asked to pay compensation, and even risks losing its affiliation, if it preempts more than a specified number of hours of Big Four network programming.** And as the result of unduly relaxed federal oversight, the Big Four networks are in a position to effectively deny local stations the ability to reject network programs that may simply be unsuitable for their markets, or to substitute programs of greater local interest or importance.

**Fast Facts on Local vs. Network Control Over Programming Decisions**

- During the 2004 campaign season, the right to control local programming became a major point of controversy when Sinclair Broadcasting ordered the 62 local stations it owns to preempt their regularly scheduled programming in order to run an overtly political documentary. ¹⁵

- The Network Affiliated Stations Alliance (a trade association representing more than 600 network-affiliated television stations) filed a “Petition for Inquiry into Network Practices” with the FCC in 2001.
The group claimed that “the balance of power between networks and affiliates has shifted overwhelmingly in the direction of the networks,” and catalogued numerous examples of network interference with local programming decisions.¹⁶

###
Media Consolidation Results in:

Less Independently-Produced Programming

➢ Testimony of DeeDee Hallick, Co-author, *Public Broadcasting and the Public Interest and Past President, Association of Independent Video and Film Makers*, 02/27/03

I would just like to right now address the problem of getting independent documentaries on any kind of public or commercial television in the United States if your name isn’t Ken Burns.

There are many, many independent producers who do work, who want to work in documentaries and who cannot -- or are completely locked out of the commercial and the public television system.

I refer to my colleague Lee Lu Lee who is also on the Board of Directors of the AIVF, the Association of Independent Video and Film Makers. He’s half Chinese and half African-American. A number of years ago he did a documentary on the history of the Black Panthers in the United States. It was a work he worked on for seven years, had incredible archival footage, was a very in-depth look at the Panthers and often quite critical of the leadership. His program was shown on 37 national systems around the world in Japan, in Holland, in England, in many, many -- Brazil even. And his program could not get on one channel in the United States, not one.

Finally, Black Entertainment Network did put it on two and a half years after he had finished making it. Where was the place for people to put on these kinds of programming? If you talk about the History Channel, you should ask Gore Vidal about his history with working with the History Channel. Here is an eminent intellectual, very important – he was originally hired by them. He completely was disgusted with the way they wanted to portray history.

➢ Testimony of Victoria Riskin, President, *Writers Guild of America*, 02/27/03

The Commission and the courts have asked for data about diversity in entertainment programming. As President of the Writers Guild, I can tell you that over the past decade, diversity of production sources in the marketplace has been eroded to the point of near extinction.

In 1992, only 15 percent of new series were produced for a network by a company it controlled. Last year, the percentage of shows produced by controlled companies more than quintupled to 77 percent.
In 1992, 16 new series were produced independently of conglomerate control. Last year, there was one.

The opportunity for access for a broad range of voices has been cut dramatically. The claim has been made that because we now have hundreds of channels on cable, choices abound. But more channels does not really mean more choices.

The creative community has seen in recent years how increasingly difficult it is to bring innovative shows to the air. All too often, indeed virtually invariably, to get their work on television, writers and producers must cede ownership and creative control to the network or cable companies. Most have no choice, none at all. They must accept the network or cable company as a partner and surrender their independence with the result that if their show does not make the schedule, they are now prohibited from taking it elsewhere.

Nearly 100 small and medium size businesses, each with its unique point of view have disappeared in the last 10 years. Why is the disappearance of a small independent producer and writer an issue for public concern? Because with them have gone stories from hundreds of writers and producers who care deeply about original drama, comedy, history, culture and not just, for example, just ratings, ratings, all the time, ratings.

Testimony of Milton Lee, 05/26/04

I’m an enrolled member of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, and more surprising than anything else, I’m an actual live, independent producer. That’s right. I produce public radio shows. The shows that we’ve produced have been played all over the world, literally all over the world: Australian Broadcasting, Radio for Peace International, Costa Rica has picked it up. We’ve had shows played in Belarus. But we haven’t had them played much in South Dakota except for KILI radio. The reason for that – well, let me just tell you some of the titles of the things that we’ve produced. *A Song for Wounded Knee; The Black Hills, a Lakota Vision; Does Mother Earth Have AIDS; In His Name: The Carving of Crazy Horse*. Now it would be easy to blame racism for why they are not being played in Rapid City. But you know, that really isn’t the answer.

The answer is what Commissioner Copps said. There is no diversity in Rapid City radio. Absolutely none. It does not exist. There’s no community radio stations around except KILI radio and that comes from Porcupine. I mean, it’s a great, wonderful, amazing station. They play all kinds of phenomenal things. But it’s not a Rapid City station. There’s not a Rapid City broadcaster who’s broadcasting any of this type of programming.
The reality is we get news, weather, sports, top 40, top 30, top 20 music. That’s it. There’s no arts programming, ethnic programming, cultural programming, documentary programming, radio drama, interview shows, travel shows, health shows. None of that in Rapid City.

You go to Minneapolis, we could listen to KFAI. You know, their motto is, “A new radio station every hour. Our programming is so varied even we don’t like half of it.” The reality is we need true diversity in radio programming right here in Rapid City. That’s what localism is all about.

It is unbelievable that there’s not a window open right now for people to even apply to open a community station here in Rapid City. Shame on the government.

Fast Facts about Independently-Produced Programming:

- Six media conglomerates produce the vast majority of programming for television.\(^{17}\)

- In 2005, just 10 of the 81 hours per week of prime-time programming on the four major television networks were independently produced.\(^{18}\) FCC Commissioner Michael Copps and others have called for a set-aside of 25 percent or more of prime-time hours for independent producers and creators in order to promote diversity, localism and competition.\(^{19}\)

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Increased Censorship of Divergent Views

➢ Testimony of Glen Best, Sierra Club, 02/27/03

Before the FCC considers any change that would further consolidate media ownership, it needs to investigate instances of censorship by owners such as those recently experienced by the Sierra Club. In the past eight months, the Sierra Club has had two radio campaign ads rejected by stations, a radio ad produced by the Club last June urging Bill Ford, CEO of Ford Motor Company to produce more fuel efficient vehicles was rejected by Detroit stations, but later aired by a station in neighboring Canada. We shouldn’t have to go to Windsor to have our ads run.

In September, another ad, critical of pollution from large dairy operations in Twin Falls and Jerome, Idaho was pulled by station owners, Clear Channel Communications one week after the station started getting a lot of calls in an orchestrated effort by advertisers complaining about the Sierra Club ad.

Now this isn't directly related to the FCC, but it involves Clear Channel. In October of last year, Clear Channel Communications and Viacom which own billboards in New Mexico rejected billboard ads by the Sierra Club in support of the Zuni Native American Tribe and critical of plans for an 18,000 acre strip coal mine that would harm the Zuni salt lake in western New Mexico.

I ask you this question in my closing remarks here, how can the marketplace of ideas – which you're so concerned about – legitimately operate in an environment where access to public airwaves is owned by fewer and fewer corporations that view public discourse as a threat to their bottom line?

➢ Testimony of Raymond Boone, Editor and Publisher, Richmond Free Press, 02/27/03

To give you an idea of the conditions that an independent newspaper like the Free Press faces it is not only the monopoly, but the kind of influence that it has entrenched in the environment.

An example, the main library tossed out our three volumes, original volumes, simply because we expressed the view that was not consistent with that of the monopoly publication. Just two or three weeks ago, our photographer was restricted …from photographically covering a historical swearing in ceremony of the Chief Justice while the monopoly press was allowed to do that.
Fast Facts on Censorship of Divergent Views:

- Corporate radio owner Cumulus Media banned the Dixie Chicks, a country music band, from their station’s playlists after the group’s singer made a disparaging remark about President Bush during a concert. Hundreds of Clear Channel stations also refused to play Dixie Chicks songs (Clear Channel Vice Chairman Tom Hicks has strong ties to the Republican Party, and George W. Bush in particular). Clear Channel maintains that it does not influence what music gets played on its stations, but it did distribute a list of more than 150 songs it considered “inappropriate” after the 9/11 attacks, and strongly recommended that stations refrain from playing them.

- In late 2004, CBS and NBC rejected an ad created by the United Church of Christ for being “too controversial.” The ad showed the church welcoming all people, including minorities, gay and lesbian couples, and persons with disabilities. Rev. John H. Thomas, general minister and president of UCC, said it was “ironic that after a political season awash in commercials based on fear and deception by both parties seen on all the major networks, an ad with a message of welcome and inclusion would be deemed too controversial.” With some limited exceptions on broadcast political advertising, media outlets possess the right to reject any commercial advertising material they do not wish to carry.

- The “Reasonable Access Rule” gives legally qualified federal candidates the right to purchase commercial advertising time from radio and television stations during their political campaigns. State and local candidates, as well as independent political organizations, have no such statutory rights.

- The “Fairness Doctrine,” which required broadcast stations to afford reasonable opportunities for discussions of contrasting points of view on controversial issues of public importance, was repealed in 1987.

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Less Political Discussion

- Testimony of Mary Klenz, Co-President, League of Women Voters of North Carolina, 10/22/03

Meaningful political coverage has declined over the last thirty years. Citizens get a majority of their news from TV and radio, and that main source of information is available only through political ads. That really does our democracy a disservice. It becomes a self-perpetuating spiral downward. Less information, less voting, less information.

…Broadcasters have an abundance of talent and creativity at their disposal. The weather is interesting, commercials are effective in getting a message out, and they make outstanding use of graphics, color and design. Why can’t all that talent be directed to programming that informs the public on issues, voting, elections and who is running for office? Let me cite a few examples of how effective TV can be when it becomes involved in these issues.

The League used to be invited to answer viewer questions on local TV stations during election time. I was astonished at the number of calls we received; many times over 200 calls within a two-hour period. Without exception we couldn’t begin to take all the calls. Regrettably that practice was discontinued.

WTVI is our local PBS station and it is known for its local programming. The League has partnered with them on candidate debates for elections of city council, mayor, county commission, school board and the three U.S. house districts represented in our area. I don’t know of any other time when all local candidates on the ballot in these local elections answered questions before an area-wide TV audience. This is done with volunteers working with WTVI and we continue to receive positive feedback from both voters and candidates.

We are concerned that business concerns seem to have overtaken -- seems to have taken precedence over the public interest. You Commissioners have the job of figuring out how to balance these concerns with the obligations that broadcasters have to provide meaningful information to the public about voting and elections. From everything lay members report to us, they are not getting that now.

- Testimony of Bob Newland, Freelance Publisher, 05/26/04
Ten years ago …the first libertarian, the first alternative party was on the ballot for governor in South Dakota in 60 years.

Nathan Barton had been granted appearances with the other candidates in other forums across the state, but a local TV station arranged a debate and would not allow Nathan Barton to be in it.

So I called the anchorwoman, and I asked her why. And she said that, “We found that when we allow alternative candidates in these debates, the debates degenerate into an exchange of ideas.”

Testimony of Martin Kaplan, Associate Dean, Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Southern California, 07/21/04

My colleagues and I have been studying the political coverage on local television news since 1998. …In our most recent study, we collected top-rated early- and late-evening half-hours of news from a scientific sample of 122 stations in the top 50 U.S. markets. We analyzed more than 10,000 news broadcasts that aired during the last seven weeks of the 2002 campaign.

Here is some of what we found:

Only 44 percent of those broadcasts contained any campaign coverage at all. In other words, almost six out of ten top-rated news broadcasts contained no campaign coverage whatsoever. Most of the campaign stories that did air were broadcast during the last two weeks of the campaign. Nearly half of the stories were about horserace or strategy, and not about issues. The average campaign story lasted less than 90 seconds. Fewer than three out of ten campaign stories that aired included candidates speaking, and when they did speak, the average candidate sound bite was 12 seconds long. Campaign ads outnumbered campaign stories by nearly four to one.

Of the campaign stories that did air, what kinds of races were covered? The answer is state-wide races, not local campaigns. Most of the coverage – 38 percent of the stories – focused on gubernatorial races, and 20 percent on U.S. Senate races. Potentially high profile statewide races, such as secretary of state or attorney-general, were the focus of just two percent of the stories All told, 60 percent of the campaign stories on local news were about state-wide races.

By contrast, races for the U.S. House of Representatives made up only seven percent of the stories. Races for the state senate or assembly accounted for only three percent of the stories. Stories focused on regional, county or city offices made up only four percent of
the stories. So even if you count a House race as a local election, only 15 percent of all the campaign stories in our national sample focused on local races.

…Size of station ownership group appears to make a difference. The 45 stations in our sample that are owned by large owners (with over 20 percent audience reach) carried a lower percentage of local campaign news than the national average, while stations owned by small- and mid-sized owners beat the national average. We were able to make head-to-head comparisons between stations with large owners and stations with small- or mid-sized owners in 22 markets; in 16 of them, stations with large owners provided less local campaign news than stations with small- or mid-sized owners.

…The campaign coverage Americans get on the airwaves they own should not depend on good luck or good will. Voluntary standards were proposed by the Gore Commission in 1998. After years of deliberation, it urged stations to air at least five minutes of candidate-centered discourse a night on each night in the month before the election. How well did it work? In the 2000 election, we studied 74 stations in 58 markets. Rather than five minutes of candidate discourse a night, the average station ran 74 seconds.

This year, a number of broadcast companies – including Hearst-Argyle, Belo, New York Times, Scripps, and Granite – have pledged to provide airtime for candidates in the fall campaign. But even if they all live up to that promise, they represent only six percent of the nation’s television stations.

Fast Facts on Declining Political News

➢ In 2006, news about politics and government accounted for about 10 percent of stories on local television news. By contrast, crime and traffic comprised nearly 50% of the coverage.²⁶

➢ During the last round of midterm congressional elections, there were 174 major candidate debates in 10 states, but the majority (100 debates, or 58 percent) were not televised. Only 57 debates (33 percent) were carried live.²⁷

➢ In the month leading up to Election Day 2004, local television broadcasts contained eight times more coverage of accidental injuries, and 12 times more coverage of sports and weather, than coverage of all local races combined. Ninety-two percent of local news broadcasts contained no stories at all about local candidate races, which include campaigns for the U.S. House, state senate or assembly, mayor or city council, law enforcement posts, judgeships, education-related offices and regional and county offices.²⁸

➢ Ninety-two percent of the election coverage aired by the national networks (ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox) in the two weeks before Election Day 2004 was devoted to the presidential contest. Slightly less than two percent of stories were devoted to U.S. House or U.S. Senate races, and an additional two
percent examined ballot initiatives or referenda. The remaining stories were devoted to voting issues (like absentee ballots or voting machines) not specific to any particular race.  

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Inadequate Emergency/Disaster Warnings

➢ **Testimony of Jonathan Adelstein, FCC Commissioner, 05/26/04**

Many of you might have heard this story about Minot, North Dakota where there was a derailment of a train which was carrying toxic fertilizer. When it derailed this cloud moved towards the city, a toxic cloud. And they tried to contact the broadcasters. The sheriff was there on the spot, almost immediately tried to contact the broadcasters. The Emergency Alert System failed on both ends. They called the broadcasters. It turned out that most of the stations, I think six of the seven, were owned by one company, Clear Channel, out of state, and there was nobody there to answer the phone at night. So for quite a period of time, the public wasn’t alerted to the presence of this cloud. There was a siren that went off. Everybody turned on their radio to try to hear what was going on, and there was nothing on the radio but oldies or country music. Nothing about what was happening, the threat that was coming to their community.

➢ **Testimony of Phil Bravin, Technology Research and Development Officer, Communication Service for the Deaf, 05/26/04**

First of all, I would like to represent the deaf and hard of hearing community here in South Dakota. First and foremost of importance is to realize that deaf people do not have access to the radio at all. Our only access is to the television stations.

Our local stations are making an effort to try and communicate information to us, but it is not perfected as of yet. The best they can do is with sometime real time captioning. Other times they have scrawls, crawls, which are very useful until it happens five minutes before the tornado hits. Then until that five minutes before the tornado hits, that information is simply not enough. And we don’t know exactly where the tornado is. All we see is a weather map. And they expect us to read those crawls without having access to the voice overtones. Now, those things can be corrected with real time captioning.

Another time a chemical explosion happened a few months ago in Sioux Falls. That information was not captioned. So my wife was babysitting my granddaughter and was completely unaware of what had happened because the voice-overs were telling people stay inside, do not go outside to play, do not go outside until the chemical is out of the air.
…We also do not have information to the public issues such as the political debates, the political addresses. Most of those are not real time captioned.

➢ Testimony of Gerry Trombolt, Self Help for Hard of Hearing People, 01/28/04

In July of 2002, this area of Texas experienced a terrible life-threatening flood. The deaf and hard-of-hearing population soon discovered that San Antonio broadcasters did not have emergency weather captioning in place. We began an immediate war with phone calls, e-mails, text messaging and complaints to the FCC.

We sent in close to 200 formal complaint forms to your agency. We met with local television personalities and executives to explain what we needed. We find that, still, as of this date, full captioning, real time captioning, is not available for weather and other emergency news.

We find that stations are reluctant to secure appropriate equipment and negotiate with providers to give us what the law has already mandated.

Let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, that which you already know, to the rest of this audience, that Texas broadcasters refuse to recognize our right to equal access, the necessity of compliance and that they are flirting with danger every day. The result of this neglect on their part can and may result in senseless tragedy when a deaf or hard-of-hearing person loses his life because there was no captions. [sic] Please take our plea to heart — there are thousands of deaf and hard-of-hearing people in this particular community who need, and without question deserve what is already in place in law. Hear us though we can’t hear for ourselves and be the voice of humanity in the communications and broadcast world.

➢ Testimony of Charles Estes, 01/28/04

I’m …representing the deaf and hard-of-hearing people, 1.8 million strong in the state of Texas, almost one-tenth of the Texas population, and when we consider the fact that the older we become the more hearing loss we have, when you get to retirement age, about one-third of the population has a hearing loss of some kind. I submit that our needs are not being attended to very carefully or inadequately.

For example, at the set-up today, the deaf and hard-of-hearing people are grouped here in the front, the close captioning is way over there. It is not accessible.
At 7:28 this evening when I was standing there in line, the captioning disappeared, for a good two minutes or more before it reappeared. That happens all the time on the local as well as the national broadcasting, captioning when it’s absent from a critical part of local programming.

For example, if you turn on the television at 7:00 in the morning, usually you get national programming. Every 15 or 30 minutes, the program reverts to local weather and news. It’s ironic that that part is not captioned, and I know more about your weather in Washington, D.C., than …about my own weather in Denton where I reside, which affects me.

Fast Facts on Emergency/Disaster Warnings

- As of January 1, 2006 all new English-language programming must be closed captioned, with only a few exceptions.\(^{30}\)

- All television broadcasters, cable operators, satellite television services that provide local emergency news are currently required by the Federal Communications Commission to caption all essential emergency information, or provide it visually.\(^{31}\)

###
Media Consolidation Results in:
Fewer Minority-Owned Broadcast Stations

Testimony of Alfred Liggins, Chief Executive Officer and President, Radio One, Incorporated, 02/27/03

Today, in Richmond, Virginia, Radio One is the only minority owned broadcaster. Prior to deregulation there were numerous other minority owners. The significant decrease in the number of minority owned television and radio stations is an illustration of how federal rules and policy making can dramatically change the landscape of equal opportunity and diversity.

Studies have shown that there are significant disparities in the treatment of African-Americans in local and national news. In addition, African-Americans still face a lack of quality programming in the media focused on their needs, interests and perspectives.

I strongly believe that minority owned radio stations provide more minority focused content and a greater focus on the concerns of the minority community. Likewise, our listeners take great comfort in knowing that the information and opinions presented are derived from a shared perspective that there is a collective stake in the issues being discussed.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate this is to point out a few examples of how Radio One uniquely serves the needs of its listeners. Our stations regularly provide important health care information that is relevant to African-Americans, including information concerning the disparity and the quality of health care, the significantly higher mortality rate and the increased risk of heart disease. We also provide information on college admissions, sponsor college scholarship opportunities and help raise funds in support for historically black colleges and universities. We’ve raised cash and other donations for Princeville, North Carolina, the oldest town in America incorporated by freed slaves which was devastated by flood.

On a regular basis, we sponsor job fairs and other events in the African-American community and promote voting and other civic participation. These are just a few of the ways in which we attempt to serve the needs of our listeners.

Obviously, I cannot state with certainty that these issues are not of important concern to our non-minority owned companies, however, I can assure you that as an African-American owner, I am committed to ensuring that Radio One continues to focus on the African-American community and to present that viewpoint to the American public.
The Latino population is the fastest growing electorate in the country. Only a generation ago, Latinos were a politically powerless people. Our interests were disregarded, our views dismissed, our cultures disrespected, our participation discounted. Today the Latino community is participating in the American democracy process like never before. Allow me to emphasize that our numbers continue to grow, and as a matter of fact, we are the youngest electorate in the nation. Interestingly, Latino voter registration has grown from 2.7 million Latino voters to 8.3 million nationwide, a phenomenal growth of 163 percent.

It is why we are convinced that the Latinos stand at a crossroads in American politics. A crossroads that holds many historical implications. The overall decline of the participation levels amongst the American electorate, combined with a record growth of Latino participation promises to change the values of America’s democracy.

Also, the rising numbers of Latinos and Latinas being elected to political office promises to change the face of our government. But in spite of the record growth of Latino electorate, mainstream America and Latino communities have not yet understood the impressive gains made by Latinos politically for many reasons. One being that the newsrooms of America are not telling the complete story, or if our stories are being told, they are not being told by Latinos, and even more rarely are they reported by Latinos. Rarely is the complete and accurate Latino story reported.

The use of the public airwaves should also mean that the widest possible dissemination of news and information from diverse voices, perspectives and communities must be part of the American culture, and the FCC therefore has the responsibility to protect the public interest. It is why we feel it is necessary that this interest must be extended to Latinos and communities of color.

The number of television stations owned by minorities has declined in the last three years from 33 to 20. In San Antonio, the top ten radio stations are owned by the three conglomerate companies, Clear Channel, Fox and Univision.

This issue is not whether broadcasters are being local to a greater or lesser degree, but rather whether the lax ownership rules hinder the democratic process and excludes community interest and representation. Television and radio owned and controlled by Latinos and communities of color ensure that the Latino story is told completely and with accuracy. Furthermore, it ensures the Latinos report the Latino perspective in
Diversity of ownership breeds competition and competition breeds better journalism and diversity of perspective in the news. It is why ownership guarantees diversity of news reporting, reporting by reporters that reflect the growing ethnic communities of color. In other words, news reported by local communities ensure the public interest of those communities.

Testimony of Harvey White Woman, Member, Oglala Sioux Tribe, 05/26/04

The Federal Communications Commission is gathered here to listen and possibly learn from common people who share one goal in mind: Diversity in the airwaves. Today we see the use of the airwaves and who controls that use of airwaves can also control how people perceive other cultures.

For years the Native Americans have been viewed by the media and television in South Dakota as second class citizens whose only purpose is to draw people to this area in its tourist seasons and are perceived that all Indians wear orange jumpsuits.

Non-Indians have been in control of how we are seen from the days of watching Indians surround the wagon trains in the television western shows to the takeover of the Bureau of Indian Affairs building in Washington, D.C. All very stereotypical in showing that the Indian is nothing but a heathen savage and radical that requires total ignorance on the part of mainstream America. This is what has been shown throughout the years in front of our children who we try to raise to be proud of their Lakota heritage.

The similarities between the Lakota and Muslim people is not a coincidence in a sense that both have been portrayed in movies that are replayed on television and mainstream media as cultures to be afraid of because of our views and the color of our skin. …

The FCC must realize the importance of diversity in the airwaves whether through radio or television, to prevent false images of a proud people, and a balance must be found. …

Supreme Court canons of treaty construction support the Oglala Lakota assertion of our sovereign right to an intangible property that could be used to benefit our people and to further the education of our culture, to insure the survival of a people whose ancestors pledged their honor to maintain peaceful relations between two nations, a relationship based on a solemn trust that requires the building of bridges and understanding between two cultures who remain steadfast in their beliefs to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and the other who believes in a supreme law and of sovereignty whereas
diversity within the airwaves spectrum via radio and television can enhance that understanding (speaking in native language).

➢ Testimony of Oscar Moran, Senior Advisor to the Executive Board and Former President, League of United Latin American Citizens, 01/28/04

We believe that [the FCC’s decision last summer to deregulate media ownership rules] will not serve the minority communities as they continue to be underserved by the growing trend of corporate centralization of broadcasting formats and homogenized media coverage of local news.

We continue to see a lack of coverage on voter registration drives, health issues and cultural initiatives due to a trend towards corporate centralization of news and information which is sometimes considered more mainstream.

…There are presently numerous red flags on the broadcast media horizon, but among the most visible is a glaring lack of minorities in the executive branch as well as the governing board members of these corporations.

As ordinary citizens, we must stand ready to evaluate and assist broadcast media entities from succumbing to the pitfalls of corporate in-breeding which results when viable diversity is not present, as well as the practice of recycling minority board of directors’ members, an abuse which was recently high — highlighted in major newspapers and business journals where they cited an example of one person who serves — serves on 12 to 14 boards of Fortune 50 companies, and who publicly stated that he spends most of his time traveling from meeting to meeting, which begs the question how can such a board member, such a person, honestly look after the interest of the consumers and shareholders of these entities.

We must pay strict attention to the direct correlation between the lack of diverse input and viable government and the demise — in the demise of the recent giants in energy, security, healthcare, to name a few, in the adverse domino effect on ordinary citizens. To this end we will be working with members of Congress on legislation to curtail the abuse of board of directors recycling in publicly traded and regulated industries.

Fast Facts on Minority-Owned Broadcasters and Minority Journalists:

➢ Approximately 12,844 stations filed Ownership Reports (form 323 or 323-E) with the Federal Communications Commission in calendar years 2004 and 2005. Of those stations which filed reports, just
438 stations – or 3.4 percent – identify one or more females which, in the aggregate, have a greater than 50% voting interest in the broadcast licensee entity. Additionally, 460 stations – or 3.6 percent – identify one or more minorities which, in the aggregate, have a greater than 50% voting interest in the broadcast licensee entity. These figures stand in sharp contrast to the population figures as a whole, in which females represent one half of the total U.S. population, and minorities represent nearly one-third.\(^{32}\)

- Although constituting 14% of the total population, African-Americans own approximately 2% of all commercial broadcast licenses in the United States.\(^{33}\)

- Minority-owned radio stations are more likely to provide news and public affairs programming on events or issues of particular concern to minorities. Of radio stations that report tailoring national news stories to the local community, minority-owned stations are far more likely than majority-owned stations to tailor the story to minority community concerns.\(^{34}\)

- As of April 2006, minority employment in daily newspapers was at 13.87%. Supervisors and layout/copy editors were over 88 percent white.\(^{35}\)

- Minority ownership in cable television has traditionally been all but nonexistent, in spite of the fact that minorities consume premium cable services at higher rates than whites. Cable provides minorities with more opportunities to see themselves and their experiences on television than traditional broadcast programming does.

- African-American journalists on average report just 10 percent of stories on the network evening news, and female journalists account for approximately one-quarter of all stories.\(^{36}\)
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